
The planets

"The Solar System (or Planetary System) 

is formed by the Sun and the celestial

bodies that revolve around it because of

the gravitational force it generates."

The Solar System was formed about 5

billion years ago as a result of an

astronomical process that has affected

an interstellar gas nebula and has 8

planets with its natural satellites, 5 dwarf

planets and billions of smaller bodies.



Astronomy
and navigation

 In the past, sailors were guided by the

stars (polar star, sun) during

navigation.


 So there was a need to improve the

existing navigation tools: astrolabi,

balestra and quadrant.

Astrolabi

Balestra

Quadrant



In 1609 Galileo Galilei came to know that the Dutch glasses had built
a tube with two lenses that approached the distant objects.

Galileo managed to increase the power of enlargement by inventing the telescope.

He polished his lenses and assembled the various pieces with his hands. It was possible to confirm, as Niccolò Copernico had stated,
that Earth is not immobile at the center of the Solar System, but rotates on itself and orbits around the Sun.

The telescope of Galileo Galilei,
Zoological Museum "La Specola", Florence

http://www.alinariarchives.it/en/inventary/APA-F-05871B-0000

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) astronomer and mathematician,
National Maritime Museum, London

http
://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/2022362/_Royal_Museums_Greenwich__http___

collections_rmg_co_uk_collections_objects_106624.html

Galileo Galilei
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The Universe 
American Museum of Natural History

file:///Users/fiorentino/Desktop/Dati_da_Settembre_2016/Erasmus+_Lezione_Finale/Condivisione-PC/Erasmus+_Lezione_Finale/The%20Known%20Universe%20by%20AMNH.mp4


The word planet comes from the Greek

planetes word meaning "wandering".

This name has been attributed, from antiquity,

to heavenly bodies like Moon, Mars, Mercury,

Venus ... because in the sky they change their

position with respect to the fixed stars.

To give the name to the individual planets

were precisely the Greek astronomers who,

over the centuries, undertook deep studies of

the solar system.



THE GODS
Parthenon frieze

Parthenon frieze Block E VI

Image - Athina, Greece, Picture

From Acropolis Restoration Service

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/08574/E_VI.html 

The different faces of Athens

Video - RAI / Italy – 2009

http://www.euscreen.eu/play.jsp?id=EUS_84A2F1A0B98443BEAF984793696C6902
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SUN



SUN

The sun is the star at the center

of the Solar System

Image of an elephant

Under a man kissing the sun.

Lithograph by A.Mucha. Museum of Orsay, Paris

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0S44UUR.html

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0S44UUR.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0S44UUR.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0S44UUR.html


MERCURY



MERCURY

The smallest planet

and nearest to the sun 

Mercury, oval medallion, by P. Courtesy,

National Museum of Renaissance, Ecouen

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU002P7UK.html

To make a full turn around the sun

takes 88 days.

It's the fastest and most likely planet

for this reason it was attributed to him

the name of the winged messenger

ff gods: Mercurius.

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU002P7UK.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU002P7UK.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU002P7UK.html


VENUS



VENUS

“ Venus”, picture of a Praxiteles

sculpture,by C. Simon

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it

/record/2024909/photography_ProvidedCHO_United_Archives_01550016_jpg.html?utm_source=api&utm_medium=api&utm_campaign=YF23iE3jU

It uses 243 days to rotate around the sun.

It is the hottest and brighter planet of the solar system

for this reason it was given the nam

 of the goddess of love and beauty.


It is in second position

with respect to the sun

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/2024909/photography_ProvidedCHO_United_Archives_01550016_jpg.html?utm_source=api&utm_medium=api&utm_campaign=YF23iE3jU
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Earth



It is perhaps the only planet on which we can find

liquid water and oxygen in the atmosphere, vital

elements for life.

Around the Earth rotates a single natural satellite:

the Moon.

His name comes from Gaia, a primitive deity,

representing the origin of humanity.
Earth

It is the third planet in order

away from the Sun

“Capital”, scultura

Pilaster capital with a sculpted female figure holdig a

mussel shell. She is wearing a necklace and earrings.

Probably the Greek goddess of the earth, Gaia.

Sweden.

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it

/record/91644/SMVK_MM_Egypt_3015564.html

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/91644/SMVK_MM_Egypt_3015564.html
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MARS



MARS

It is in the fourth position with respect to
the sun and is the last of the rocky planets.
It is called "red planet" for the color of its

surface.

His name comes from Ares, god of war.

Here lies the largest mountain in the solar system:

Mount Olympus, 27000 m high, three times

Everest.

“Mars and Antieke”, stampa, visual works

Braeu Nicolaas

Rijksmuseum, Netherlands

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/90402/RP_P_BI_4283.html

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/90402/RP_P_BI_4283.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/90402/RP_P_BI_4283.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/90402/RP_P_BI_4283.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/90402/RP_P_BI_4283.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/90402/RP_P_BI_4283.html


JUPITER



JUPITER

It is in the fifth position

with respect to the sun.

It is the largest planet and around it

around 60 natural satellites.

Like Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, it is a

gaseous planet. It has a composition similar to

that of the sun: it consists predominantly of

hydrogen and helium.

Since antiquity has been identified with Zeus,

the ruler of the gods.

“Jupiter”, engraving
Bloemaert, Cornelis (II)

Rijksmuseum, Netherlands  

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it
/record/92039/BibliographicResource_1000126242461.html?

q=jupiter

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/92039/BibliographicResource_1000126242461.html?q=jupiter
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/92039/BibliographicResource_1000126242461.html?q=jupiter
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http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/92039/BibliographicResource_1000126242461.html?q=jupiter
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/92039/BibliographicResource_1000126242461.html?q=jupiter
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/92039/BibliographicResource_1000126242461.html?q=jupiter


SATURN



SATURN

In sixth position with respect to the

sun, it is known for its spectacular

rings, 23 in all.

 Saturn is the lightweight champion: it could float on

the water!

In classical mythology Saturn is identified in the

god of time and father of Zeus.

“Saturnus” , a print by
Hans Burgkmair

Rijksmuseum, Netherland

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it
/record/90402/RP_P_OB_4351.html?utm_source=api&utm_medium=api&utm_campaign=YF23iE3jU
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URANUS



URANUS

     This planet also has rings around it.

Uranus, along with Neptune, has a different

composition from the gigantic giants, its interior is

composed of ice and rocks.

He receives his name from the primal god of heaven,

father of Zeus.

Seventh position with respect to the sun.

It has a color tending to blue because

there is methane on it.

“Uranus emportant le voile de la Nuit”,

gravure Antoine Coypel  musée du Louvre

Paris, France

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0C6X5ZF.html 

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0C6X5ZF.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0C6X5ZF.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0C6X5ZF.html


NEPTUNE



NEPTUNE

It is the farthest planet from the sun

and is therefore very cold.

Neptune, as well as Uranus, is called "frozen

giant", for the great amount of ice that compose it.

It has its name to the god of the sea.

“Neptunus”, a print by A. Collaert and P. Galle,

Rijksmuseum, Netherlands

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/90402/RP_P_1901_A_22271.html

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/it/record/90402/RP_P_1901_A_22271.html


In the starry nights...

“Starry Night Over the Rhone”, painting by
Vincent Van Gogh - Musee d Orsay



http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0N5II55.html

http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0N5II55.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0N5II55.html
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0N5II55.html
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http://www.photo.rmn.fr/archive/-2C6NU0N5II55.html


...the moon is visible.



Moon

It is the only natural Earth satellite in

synchronous rotation and always points

the same face to Earth.

The Greeks saw her as the goddess Selene,

considered influential on crops, famines and

fertility.

It affects life on Earth, acts on tides and the

stability of the Earth's rotation axis.

"Moon is the stars" decorative panel, by A.

Mucha - Mucha Foundation

http://www.muchafoundation.org/gallery/browse-works/object

/245

http://www.muchafoundation.org/gallery/browse-works/object/245
http://www.muchafoundation.org/gallery/browse-works/object/245
http://www.muchafoundation.org/gallery/browse-works/object/245
http://www.muchafoundation.org/gallery/browse-works/object/245
http://www.muchafoundation.org/gallery/browse-works/object/245
http://www.muchafoundation.org/gallery/browse-works/object/245
http://www.muchafoundation.org/gallery/browse-works/object/245


THANK YOU!!!


